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 Lamb waves were used to show their validity in detecting debond area between steel 

and concrete. In this work we simulate the propagation of 200 KHz signal in a steel 

girder supporting concrete slab using COMSOL software. Artificial debond were 

created to assess the wave detection to that debond and its size. 1 mm thickness 

piezoelectric sensor/ actuator were used in this simulation. Results revealed that Lamb 
waves are sensitive to debond size where the total absolute amplitude decrease when 

the debond size increase.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Lamb waves, which are guided waves propagate through thin geometry, was first described by the British 

applied mathematician Horace Lamb in 1917. These waves have a vital role in damage detection in structural 

elements through the field of structural health monitoring (SHM). Lamb waves can be found in plate-like 

structure when its thickness is comparable to the wavelength of Lamb wave.  

 In metallic structure with thin walled elements, Lamb waves were used to detect and identify the damages 

in steel girders (Oppenheima, I.J., 2006), railroad tracks (Park, H.W., 2013), steel and aluminum plates (Park, 

H.W., 2013), steel pipes (Vigricaitė, L. and V. Sukackas, 2009), and applications. The isotropy that metallic 

structural elements have makes the propagation of Lamb waves clearer and easier for analysis with comparison 

to composite laminates and reinforced concrete elements.Lamb waves applications have less application in 

reinforced concrete structural elements due to the high thickness of these elements and the heterogeneous 

material. 

 

Simulation Of Lamb Waves In Steel Girder: 

 A model of steel girder supporting concrete slab was created using COMSOL software. Fine mesh was 

applied to create tetrahedral and triangular elements for the reference sample (no debond) as shown in Figure 1.  

Debond created in region between steel and concrete and cut from concrete was made with a dimensions of 

(Lx5x1) cm where L is variable length of debond from 1cm to 7 cm and was approximately positioned at 50 cm 

from the actuator position. The width of debond was taken as parameter from 1cm to 7 cm to study the effect of 

debond on Lamb waves propagation. A piezoelectric sensor/actuator of type (PZT 5-H) was selected and 

distributed at the bottom of the top flange as shown in Figure 2. The actuator was at the leftmost boundary at the 

origin where it was modeled with mechanical symmetry.  

 

Excitation Of Lamb Waves Signal: 

 The procedure of the excitation of Lamb waves includes the design of the driving frequency using 

“Dispersion Curves”. The dispersion curves have been done using the free software "AGU-Vallen Wavelet" 

from website of "vallen systeme" company. 

 After getting the dispersion curves, it remains to determine the driving frequency for the excited wave. We 

here follow the procedure mentioned by Kessler et al. (2002) for obtaining the optimum frequency that cause 

minimum dispersion in one side and lie in a zone with fewer modes (usually the basic modes) in other side. 

Following this procedure the critical frequency is 200 kHz which includes the first two modes S0 and A0. The 
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wave signal was modulated with Hanning window, h (n) in equation (1) in order to concentrate the energy of the 

wave and minimize the dispersion. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1:   Steel girder-concrete slab model showing the mesh. 
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Fig. 2: Steel girder-concrete slab model showing position of debond and the distribution of                           

sensors/actuator where h (n) is discretised using N sampling points. 

 

 Time dependant study was done to fulfill the excitation process. The time step (∆t) resolution was taken 

according to equation (2) (Kessler, S.S., 2002; Park, S., 2008; Vigricaitė, L. and V. Sukackas, 2009). 

max20

1

f
t                 (2) 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 The effect of presence and size of debond can be seen clearly in Figures (3-7) through the response of time 

domain signal for each case. To see the effect of debond width on the signal, total of absolute amplitude was 

calculated for each signal. The first wave signal in Figure 3 which is the reference signal (with no debond) has a 

total amplitude of 65.7 mV. This value (total of absolute amplitude) is 58.4 mV, 46.2 mV, 31.4 mV, and 48.2 

mV for the signals in Figure (4-7) respectively. These results has a downward trend as shown in Figure (8) 

except for the value of 7 cm debond width which has a value of a total amplitude (48.2 mV) that is out of the 

trend. These results are expected, because the presence of a gap (debond) weakens the amplitude of the wave 

signal.   

 

Conclusion: 

 According to the results shown in Figures 3-6 one can see sensitivity to the Lamb wave against the 

increasing in debond width. This sensitivity can be accounted on the basis of total of absolute amplitude drop. 

The small value of the amplitude in voltage due to the large specimen requires the use of a power amplifier to 

validate the results experimentally. Time history results are not enough to analyze signals for smaller debond 

values, so robust signal processing techniques are necessary.  
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Fig. 3: Time domain history for the reference case (no debond). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Time domain history for the case of 1 cm debond width. 

 

 
   

Fig. 5: Time domain history for the case of 3 cm debond width. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Time domain history for the case of 5 cm debond width. 
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Fig. 7: Time domain history for the case of 7 cm debond width. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Debond width against Absolute Total Amplitude. 
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